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Speaking Topics:

    
    -  Generational Differences  
    -  Leadership  
    -  Work Place Loneliness  
    -  Inclusion / Belonging  
    -  Team Connection  
    -  Mental Health  
    -  Future of Work  

  

  

  

  

Websites:
ryan-jenkins.com
LessLonely.com

  

  

Travels From:
Atlanta, Georgia

  

In Person Fee: $15,000 - $30,000 (net)
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http://ryan-jenkins.com
https://lesslonely.com


Ryan Jenkins

Virtual Fee: $5,000 - $9,500 (net)

  

Notes on Fees: BMG Speaker's actual fee falls within the range noted. Speaker fees are subject
to change without notice. For an exact quote, please contact Cindy Goodman at 855-352-9347
ext. 703
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Contact Us Today!

      

  Ryan Jenkins
    Keynote Speaker & Author
    Ryan Jenkins is an internationally recognized Future of Work Keynote
Speaker, Author and Gen Z & Generations Expert
    

Ryan Jenkins is an internationally recognized Millennial keynote speaker and author. He equips
organizations and leaders with the next generation leadership, communication, and branding
skills needed to thrive in today’s multi-generational marketplace. Ryan blogs at http://ryan-jenki
ns.com.
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    {tab=FULL BIO}  Corporate Speaking Bio
  

Ryan Jenkins CSP, is an internationally-recognized keynote speaker and three-time published
author. He speaks all over the world to companies such as State Farm, Salesforce, Wells
Fargo, FedEx, Liberty Mutual, and John Deere.

  

For a decade, he has been helping organizations create engaged, inclusive, and
high-performing teams by lessening worker loneliness and closing generational gaps. Ryan's
top-ranked insights have been featured in Forbes, Fast Company, and The Wall Street Journal.

  

His latest best-selling book is, Connectable: How Leaders Can Move Teams From Isolated to
All In, is the world's first to address workplace loneliness.

  

He is also co-founder of LessLonely.com, the world's first resource fully dedicated to reducing
worker isolation and strengthening team connections.
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Ryan Jenkins

Ryan has been featured in Forbes, Fast Company, Mashable, and Yahoo!. He has shared the
stage with fellow thought leaders from iconic brands like MTV, Facebook, and Uber.

  

When Ryan is not speaking and writing, you can find him religiously cheering on the Denver
Broncos with his wife, three children, and yellow Labrador from their home in Atlanta, GA.

  {tab=BOOKS}
  
Connectable: How Leaders Can Move Teams From Isolated to All
In
Connect your workforce, improve engagement, and drive
productivity to undreamed-of levels.
  The Generation Z Guide: The Complete Manual to Understand,
Recruit, and Lead the Next Generation
Equips professionals to improve recruitment, enhance
engagement, and effectively train and develop the post-Millennial
generation.
  The Millennial Manual: The Complete How-To-Guide to Manage,
Develop, and Engage Millennials at Work
The Millennial Manual equips leaders to increase productivity,
improve retention, and accelerate the development of their
Millennial workforce.
  

  {tab=VIDEO}
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https://www.amazon.com/Connectable-Leaders-Teams-Isolated-All/dp/1264277504
https://www.amazon.com/Connectable-Leaders-Teams-Isolated-All/dp/1264277504
https://www.amazon.com/Generation-Guide-Complete-Understand-Recruit/dp/0998891916
https://www.amazon.com/Generation-Guide-Complete-Understand-Recruit/dp/0998891916
https://www.amazon.com/Millennial-Manual-Complete-How-Millennials/dp/0998891908
https://www.amazon.com/Millennial-Manual-Complete-How-Millennials/dp/0998891908

